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Examination Tables
A curated selection of the most popular innovative and market-leading Fortress treatment
tables that support the needs of clinical, medical and rehabilitation staff across all parts of
the healthcare industry.

Contour Exami

2 Section Exam Table

3 Section Exam Table Bariatric
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3 Section Exam Table

Contour Exami
An economical, customisable, easy to
move examination table available with or
without dropsides.
Features
Unique medical patient examination table
Standard mains power electric operation
Includes 100mm fluid proof Protran mattress
Electric backrest that raises to 85 degrees
15° head and foot down Trendelenburg
400 to 830mm height range
300kg safe working load
2135 x 815mm overall with 965mm wide option
* Feature image shown with optional dropsides
125mm twin wheel castors, 4 brakes and 1 steer
A range of options including dropsides, base
cover, battery back-up with cable retractor, larger
castors and 7 endrail colours
MADE IN QUEENSLAND

Product Codes
Contour Exami (without dropsides); MPT-C-EXAMI
150mm wider top; MPT-CXA-WT
Battery backup; MPT-CXA-BB
CPR backrest release; MPT-CXA-BQR
Dropsides; MPT-CXA-5RD
Base cover with storage; MPT-CXA-BC
175mm large castor option; MPT-CXA-175

Without dropsides

Ultra-low height

Excellent high height

15 degree head and foot tilt

Dropside, cover, colour options

Go anywhere

Summary
This patient platform is typically used in a wide
range of areas such as medical clinics, examination
rooms, schools, prisons and mining sites. Helping
patients on and off an examination table is easy and
safe with a design that allows the mattress platform
down to 400mm, lower than a standard office chair
height! Uniquely, these stretcher examination tables
are designed to be easily moved around and repositioned due to their light-weight build and large
castors. There are a range of accessories and
customisations available to ensure the unit is
designed to be priced and configured best to
practically fit into your modern facility.
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2 Section Exam Table
Simple design with excellent stability
during manipulations.
Features
Electric hi-lo and gas assisted backrest
Retractable heavy duty castors and levelling Feet
Angled legs ensure ultimate stability during
manipulations
Attractive and professional finish enhances your
treatment area
Side brackets for attaching exercise products and
stabilising belts
Warranty: 10 years frame, 5 years quality German
electrics
2000mm long x 650mm wide with 675mm
backrest
Backrest moves 85 degrees up and 35 degrees
downward
Height range of 430 - 970mm
Weight Capacity 255kg

Product Code
Black/Black - FSET-1002U-65BB
White/Navy - FSET-1002U-65WN

Summary
Finally, a treatment table that exhibits skill,
refinement and good looks, expressing strength and
stability with it's appearance. It's superior quality
and optimal functionality will become the soul of
your facility.
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FSET-1002U-65BB

FSET-1002U-65WN

FSET-1002U-65WN

FSET-1002U-65BB

Lift action

Pedal action

3 Section Exam Table
The ultimate in flexibility and stability
during manipulations.
Features
Electric hi-lo and gas assisted backrest
Full power assisted option with electric backrest
available
‘True’ dual backrest design allows the legrest to be
raised into a backrest position
Retractable heavy duty castors and levelling Feet
Angled legs ensure ultimate stability during
manipulations
Attractive and professional finish enhances your
treatment area
Side brackets for attaching exercise products and
stabilising belts
Warranty: 10 years frame, 5 years quality German
electrics
2000mm long x 650mm wide with 675mm back
and leg rest sections
Back and leg rest moves 80 degrees up and 30
degrees downward
Height range of 430 - 955mm
Weight Capacity 255kg

Product Code

Black - FSET-1003U-65BB

Black - FSET-1003U-65BB

White - FSET-1003U-65WN

White - FSET-1003U-65WN

White - FSET-1003U-65WN

Black - FSET-1003U-65BB

Black/Black - FSET-1003U-65BB
White/Navy - FSET-1003U-65WN
Full electric option, Black/Black - FSET-1003U65BB-E
Full electric option, White/Navy - FSET-1003U65WN-E

Summary
Finally, a treatment table that exhibits skill,
refinement and good looks, expressing strength and
stability with it's appearance. It's superior quality
and optimal functionality with the option of full
power assist will become the soul of your facility.
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3 Section Exam Table - Bariatric
A must have for facilities catering for
Bariatric patients, featuring both sitting
and lying positions.
Features
Re-enforced construction for the heavier user
3 section support with power assist electric
adjustment specifically designed for bariatric use
Durable, anti-bacterial, washable and flame
retardant upholstery and curved cushioning
Classic dual lift construction offers excellent
stability
Electric backrest and footrest powerfully lift
patients
Multidirectional castors allow for easy mobility
when transporting or moving the table
Retractable wheels ensure a stable working
platform
Adjustable non-slip rubber feet for uneven floors
Back and leg rest moves 80 degrees up and 35
degrees downward
Warranty: 10 years frame, 5 years quality German
electrics
2015mm long x 750mm wide with 680mm back
and leg rest sections
Height range of 430 - 970mm
Weight Capacity 320kg

Product Code
FSET-1010U-75E

Summary
With an excellent low height, generous top width
and big weight lifting capacity, this table will help you
to safely and without compromise, work with the
challenges that arise in the care of obese or large
patients.
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Notes
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